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Another devastating news article on the health care reform championed by the
current U.S. President was released on Monday in Miami.

El Nuevo Herald published it under the authorship of Fabiola Santiago, columnist
of the newspaper.

She began her article: in a weird moment where Trump said the truth, he labeled
as “despicable” its approval by the House of Representatives.

She added, after having studied for months this “untrustworthy and conceited
President.” 

When he gained conscious, based on experts, of how his health project would
affect 23 million people, he tried to hurry ahead of things.

On one side, Santiago wrote, this “Twitter in Chief” urged the Senate to get closer
and improve the Obamacare.

However, it has not happened. In fact, the Senatorial laws are bad jokes for
Americans.
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 Any motive? He promised better and cheaper health care and not making another
round of cuts to the Medicare.

As we know, Medicare is a program aimed at softening tragedies that cause
damage to the poorest people in society.

But nothing new has come up. And yet, Trump is still requesting the Senate a
swift adoption.

Observers believe the so-called Trumpcare has never been so close, but they
warn it is not what he promised.

Fabiola Santiago recalls that Florida is the state in the U.S. with higher number of
Obamacare’s subscribers (1,300 000).

While explaining her “despite everything”, she points out some of the setbacks
suffered by the Obamacare in this Southern state.

For instance, having a Governor and a Legislative where Republicans prevail.

Around three million people could be affected if the plot fabricated by the Senate
succeeds.

A new and uncomfortable setback for a head of state already spotted with strong
thorns paving his way to abyss. 

Translated by Sergio A. Paneque Diaz / CubaSi Translation Staff
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